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NAZARETH AND THE BEGINNINGS OF CHRISTIANITY.

Nazareth and the Beginnings of Chris-
tianity : A New View based upon
Philological Evidence. By CHAMPLIN
BURRAGE. 8vo. Pp. 68. Oxford
and London: Humphrey Milford,
1914. 3s. 6d.

T H E remainder of the title runs thus:
With critical appendices, including un-
noticed pre-canonical readings; a discus-
sion of the birthplace of Jesus, and the text
of what is believed to be the hitherto un-
discovered source of the prophecy, that the
Messiah ' should be called a Nazarene.'
In the course of this short pamphlet
(the body of the book, excluding appen-
dices, only amounts to 19 pages), the
Librarian of Manchester College, Oxford,
has boldly tackled one of the hardest
problems of all that confront the student
of Christian origins — namely, the
meaning of the terms Na£apr)v6<s and
Nafta/jaw?. The task is difficult, and
requires a scholar who can add to the
ordinary equipment a knowledge of
Semitic languages and archaeology. If
Mr. Burrage comes to the work with
insufficient preparation, as in our
opinion is the case, the courage of the
attempt should yet be recognised, as
also the stimulating character of much
that he writes.

The problem may be briefly sketched
as follows: As early as Acts xxiv. 5 the
Christians were known as Na£o>/oatot.
The author of Acts apparently uses
T ô-oi)? 6 Na£apr)v6<; and T̂ croO? o
Nafepaccx; as interchangeable terms,
see Luke iv. 34 and xviii. %]. Na^w^ato?
cannot possibly be connected with
Nazareth for linguistic reasons. No
satisfactory explanation has yet been
given of the » sound, which also occurs
in the Jewish adjective Nosrt applied to
Christians. There are further difficulties
connected with Nazareth, which throw
grave doubt on its identification. What
is meant by the reference to prophecy in
Matt. ii. 23 is also disputed (Nafepaio?
K\7]9rjffeTai). Most of the data come
from Epiphanius in the fourth century.
There are further factors which cannot
be discussed here. When it is remem-
bered that, with the exception of the

Gospels and a casual note in Acts, early
Christian literature is silent on the sub-
ject of Galilee, and also that the most
far-reaching change in the history of
the Church, the migration from Galilee
to Jerusalem, took place at a period
which eludes our gaze, the fundamental
importance of the issues involved will
become evident.

Mr. Burrage's theory seems to be
that Nafap^o? meant an inhabitant of
Nazara or Nazareth, which was a dis-
trict the other side of Jordan to which
the Christians fled before A.D. 70 (the
geographical proofs here are very
slender), while Nafcapato? meant be-
longing to the Messiah (Hebrew
Neser—i.e., ' the Branch,'see Isa. xi. 1),
and then by confusion the same as
Na£apT]v6<}. T h e spell ing Na%<opcuo<; in
place of Naampalos was due to the
influence of Judg. xiii. 5, va&lp deov
ecrrai TO iraihdpiov, as seen in Matt,
ii. 23. This latter passage is the ' dis-
covery' alluded to on the title-page.
Mr. Burrage says on p. 41 : ' No one
seems to have noticed this point. . . .
How these eminent critics and theo-
logians ' {i.e., apparently Epiphanius,
Jerome, and Mr. F. C. Conybeare)
'could have missed thi<? point it is
difficult to understand.' However,
the point is noted in Gressmann's
Commentary on St. Matthew (1909, in
Lietzmann's Handbuch) and presum-
ably elsewhere. The marginal note to
Matt. ii. 23 in a copy of the Authorised
Version which has belonged to the
reviewer for thirty years is ' see Judg.
xiii. 5 ' !

Among the various objections that
may be raised against Mr. Burrage's
reconstructions the most serious per-
haps are those connected with the
transliteration into Greek of Semitic
names. These have been treated at
some length in long reviews of this
book written by two well-known Syriac
scholars, Professor Burkitt and Dom
Connolly, in the Review of Theology
and Philosophy, June, 1914, and the
Journal of Theological Studies, July,
1914, respectively. Reference may
also be made to an article by Chr. Bugge
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of Christiania in the Zeitschrift fur
die Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, 1913,
p. 145 ff., in which the author con-
cludes that in early days the Chris-
tians were identified with the Nazo-
raeans, who in their turn were identical

with the biirgerlich type of Essenes—
those, that is, who lived in the towns
as a sort of Third Order as opposed to
the desert-dwellers or Essenes proper.

W. K. LOWTHER CLARKE.

Cavendish, Suffolk.

LATIN SYNTAX.

1. Ausfuhrliche Grammatik der latein-
ischen Sprache. Von R. KUHNER.
Second edition. Vol. II . : Satzlehre,
Part ii., neubearbeitet von C. STEG-
MANN. Pp. viii + 738. gi* x 6\".
Hannover: Hahnsche Buchhandlung,
1914. M. 16.50; bound, M. 18.50.

2. Syntax of Early Latin. By C. E.
BENNETT. Vol.1.: The Verb. Pp.xx
+ 506 (1910). Vol. I I . : The Cases.
Pp.x + 409. 8J"x6" (1914). Boston:
Allyn and Bacon. $4 each volume.

O F the new edition of Kuhner it is not
necessary to speak at length, because
the work has already been described in
this Review. The first volume (price
24s.), dealing with Formenlehre, etc.,
has not been well revised for the new
edition, and cannot be recommended
<see C.R. XXVI., 1912, pp. 200 ff.).
The second volume, which treats of the
Syntax, consists of two parts, of which
the first (price 18s., 828 pp.) was noticed
in C.R. XXVII., 1913, pp. 104 f., and the
second is now before us. The reviser,
C. Stegmann, has an intimate know-
ledge of Latin syntax (especially the
syntax of Cicero and Caesar) and an
extensive acquaintance with the recent
literature of the subject. He has done
his work well. I have compared the
new edition with the old in a large
number of sections, and have found
again and again evidence of careful
revision. Incorrect statements have
been put right: e.g. Kuhner says there
js a Passive Future Subjunctive, non
dubito quin futurum sit ut laudere ; Steg-
mann rightly says that this is not
Latin, and shows (p. 181) how the
Romans expressed their meaning with-
out such a periphrasis. The most
recent texts have been used for the
examples; in this second part Cicero's
philosophical writings are cited from

Plasberg's edition, his speeches from
the Oxford text. Above all, the in-
formation is fuller; so much so that
the Syntax ' volume,' if we reckon its
two parts together, has 400 pages more
than in the old edition. The quotations
and references are more numerous and
more carefully selected. The passages
quoted are generally sufficient if one
wants to find quickly a good set of
typical instances; if one wishes to go
more fully into any subject the refer-
ences are helpful; they often include
a good hint such as cp. Madvig, de
Fin., or Lebreton's book on Cicero,
which means that further evidence is
collected in the place referred to. I
have noted few misprints. On p. 406
the reference to Terrell's article (on
scripturum fuisse as the regular oblique
form of scriberem) should read A merican
Journal of Philology, 1904, not 1894.
In a book of this size the Index is all-
important. I have tested it from time
to time for some months, and have
almost always found what I was in
search of within a few minutes. As,
besides the Index of Subjects, there is
a very full Index of Latin words, the
book will be useful to many who do
not know German well. As a general
reference book for Latin syntax from
Plautus to Tacitus, and especially for
the language of the time of Cicero and
Augustus, it is and long will be the best
of its kind.

For a fuller study of Early Latin the
student will turn to Professor Bennett's
handsome volumes.

Professor Bennett takes 100 B.C. as
his later limit, and has ' endeavoured
to consider all the remains of any syn-
tactical significance from the earliest
period down to this time.' ' Had I
extended the scope of my work,' he
continues, ' for another quarter of a


